Sometime during the day, your group leader changed some things about his or her appearance. See how observant you are by answering the following questions.

1.) What is your group leader’s name?____________________________________

2.) Was the leader or director wearing earrings this morning? Yes or No

3.) If the answer was yes, what color were they? Red, Blue, Silver or Other

4.) Was the leader or director wearing a necklace? Yes or No

5.) If the answer is yes, was it beaded or plain? Beaded or Plain

6.) Was the leader or director wearing a jacket? Yes or No

7.) If the answer was yes, what color was it? Brown, Blue, Red or Other

8.) Was the leader or director wearing a sweater? Yes or No

9.) If the answer is yes, what color was it? Brown, Blue, Red or Other

10.) Was the director or leader wearing glasses? Yes or No